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SDX ENERGY PLC (AIM: SDX)          
      Share price: £0.15 

September 14, 2020                     Target: £0.40

 
  

Initiating Coverage: SDX Energy plc 
Stable platform geared for growth 
SDX Energy is a £35 mm market cap full cycle exploration and production 
company with low cost (<US$4/boe) production (>6 mboe/d) and reserves 
(>10 mmboe) in Egypt and Morocco. In contrast to most peers, SDX’s 
business is insulated from oil price moves with ~90% of the production 
being fixed-price gas on LT contracts. Recent drilling successes have opened 
up additional low risk/low cost/short cycle exploration and development 
upside in both countries. SDX will soon embark on a multi-year exploration 
programme. With infrastructure already in place, any discovery will be 
highly accretive and can be developed from SDX’s own source of funds. With 
the financial support of Waha Capital, a large Middle East fund and a >19% 
shareholder in SDX, the company is looking to make accretive acquisitions.  
 

Morocco: capturing growing demand with very profitable supply  
SDX holds 75% WI in five Gharb basin licences onshore with ~6 mmcf/d 
gross production. WI 2P reserves are only ~6 bcf over multiple small pools 
but gas is sold at U$10-11/mcf and costs <US$1/mcf to produce, resulting 
in each bcf being worth >US$7 mm. Gas demand in the area is growing but 
it is still constraining potential production. Recent drilling success opened 
up >40 bcf of additional WI resources, which could allow SDX to capture new 
customers in new markets and materially grow production and cash flow. 
 

Egypt: >110 bcf in production. Growing inventory of low risk 
prospects. High capital efficiency 
The key asset is the South Disouq licence (SDX WI: 55%) onshore Nile Delta. 
SDX is chasing four different proven plays. SDX has already discovered >110 
bcf with 1H20 production of ~53 mmcf/d (gross). ~100 bcf gross prospective 
resources have been mapped across five prospects with typical chance of 
success (CoS) of ~40-50%. The prospective resources volumes are expected 
to grow materially with the ongoing mapping of additional targets. Although 
realized prices are fixed at ~US$2.85/mcf, a typical 20 bcf discovery costs 
only US$0.35/mcf to drill and tie back. NPV15 for a gas discovery is ~US$0.6 
mm/bcf (US$0.6/mcf), implying ~70% return on risked exploration capex.    

Value build-up 
SDX shares trade at EV/DACF multiples of ~1.3x in 2020. Our 2P NAV is £0.27 
per share, representing 70% upside. The prospective resources already 
identified have an unrisked NAV of £0.12 per share for Egypt (+75%) and 
£1.03 per share for Morocco (+600%). The main exploration drilling 
programme is restarting in 2021 but the company should test the LMS-2 
well in Morocco in 4Q20, should COVID-19 restrictions be lifted. A success 
would derisk ~5 bcf WI resources at LMS-2 (+£0.13 per share) and a further  
~20 bcf WI resources in the wider La Mimouna area (+£0.50 per share). Our 
target price of £0.40 per share (~ our ReNAV) represents ~150% upside. 
 

    

 

Rating & target Old New
Target n.a. £0.40

Yield 0%
Implied total return 167%

Share data 2019 2020e 2021e
Shares dil., mm 206 206 206
Mkt cap, US$mm $60 $40 $40
EV, US$mm $51 $31 $15
Financial Data 2019 2020e 2021e
Gas, mmcf/d 10.9 32.0 36.0
Liquids, bbl/d 2,246 974 644
Total boe/d (6:1) 4,062 6,309 6,636

CFO, US$mm $25 $26 $30
Net capex, US$mm $31 $27 ($14)
Net debt, US$mm ($10) ($9) ($25)

CFPS dil., US$/shr $0.12 $0.11 $0.15
EPS dil., US$/shr ($0.09) ($0.01) $0.03
Valuation 2019 2020e 2021e
Share price, £/shr £0.23 £0.15 £0.15
EV/DACF 2.0x 1.3x 0.5x
EV per boe/d (US$) $12,500 $4,890 $2,274

Net asset value
CNAV, £/shr £0.27
RENAV, £/shr £0.37
Unrisked NAV, £/shr £1.43

P/CNAV 0.6x
P/RENAV 0.4x
P/ENAV 0.1x
All figures in US$ unless otherwise noted
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Figure 1. Financial & operating information  
 

 

SDX Energy (SDX LN)
Financial & Operating Information 2019 2020e 2021e 2022e 2023e 2024e
Commodity Prices

Brent US$/bbl $71.65 $41.23 $47.52 $57.52 $60.00 $60.00
UK NBP US$/mcf $4.56 $5.41 $5.92 $6.04 $6.08 $6.09
USD/CAD US$/C$ $0.77 $0.78 $0.78 $0.78 $0.78 $0.75
USD / GBP US$/£ $1.28 $1.30 $1.31 $1.32 $1.32 $1.33

Production
Oil and Liquids bbl/d 2,246 974 644 730 633 549
Natural Gas mmcf/d 10.9 32.0 36.0 37.8 35.2 33.8
Total (6 mcf = 1 boe) boe/d 4,062 6,309 6,636 7,022 6,507 6,174
% Oil and Liquids % 55% 15% 10% 10% 10% 9%

Netbacks
Realized Price US$/boe $46.39 $22.80 $25.00 $26.34 $23.92 $22.06
Royalties US$/boe $10.48 $4.71 $5.89 $5.68 $5.74 $5.27
Production & Transport Costs US$/boe $14.99 $3.96 $3.82 $3.93 $3.76 $3.57
Operating Netback US$/boe $20.92 $14.13 $15.29 $16.73 $14.42 $13.21
Taxes US$/boe $3.90 $1.57 $0.59 $0.75 $1.21 $2.00
Cash Flow Netback US$/boe $17.25 $9.93 $12.52 $13.87 $10.89 $8.71
Government Take % 8% 7% 2% 3% 5% 9%

Financials
Cash Flow (CFO) US$mm $25 $26 $30 $36 $26 $20
CFPS - diluted US$/shr $0.12 $0.11 $0.15 $0.17 $0.13 $0.10
EBITDAX a US$mm $26 $29 $33 $39 $30 $25
E&D Capex US$mm $31 $26 $14 $16 $2 $2
A&D Capex, Net US$mm ($1) $1 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total Net Capex US$mm $31 $27 ($14) ($16) ($2) ($2)
Total Net Capex/CFO x 1.2x 1.0x -0.5x -0.5x -0.1x -0.1x

Leverage
Net Debt US$mm ($10) ($9) ($25) ($45) ($68) ($86)
Net debt/CFO (Trailing) x n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Entry Net Debt/CFO x n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Capital Structure
Basic Shares o/s @ YE mm 205 205 205 205 205 205
Diluted Shares o/s @ YE mm 206 206 206 206 206 206
Market Capitalization US$mm $60 $40 $40 $41 $41 $41
Enterprise Value US$mm $51 $31 $15 ($4) ($28) ($45)

Dividends & Sustainability
Dividends US$mm $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Dividends $/shr $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Dividend Yield % 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Free Cash Flow US$mm ($6) ($0) $16 $19 $24 $18
Cash Use/CFO % 122% 104% -47% -46% -8% -9%

Performance
Prod. Per Shr Growth (Y/Y) - dil. % 14% 56% 5% 6% -7% -5%
PPS Growth (Y/Y) DDA - dil. b % n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
CFPS Growth (Y/Y) - dil. % -11% -10% 33% 17% -27% -24%
CFPS Growth (Y/Y) DDA - dil. b % -34% 91% 937% -109% -61%
ROCE % n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Net Asset Value c

CNAV (Atax) - diluted £/shr £0.27
RENAV (Atax) - diluted £/shr £0.37
Unrisked NAV (Atax) - diluted £/shr £1.43
P/CNAV x 0.6x
P/RENAV x 0.4x
P/Unrisked NAV x 0.1x

Valuation 2019 2020e 2021e 2022e 2023e 2024e
Share Price, YE/Current £/shr £0.15 £0.15 £0.15 £0.15 £0.15 £0.15
P/CF x 1.9x 1.3x 1.0x 0.9x 1.2x 1.6x
EV/DACF x 2.0x 1.3x 0.5x -0.1x -1.1x -1.4x
Target EV/DACF x 3.7x 4.2x 2.7x 1.8x 1.5x 1.1x
EV per boe/d $/boepd $12,500 $4,890 $2,274 ($566) ($4,238) ($7,349)
EV per 2P boe US$/boe $5.08 $2.80 $1.76 ($0.66) ($7.58) $0.00
EV per 2P boe, with FDC US$/boe n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

a) EBITDAX = Pre-Int. & Pre-Tax Cash Flow;     b) DDA = Debt-and-Dividend-Adjusted
c) CNAV incl. 2P reserves, RENAV incl. 2P reserves + Risked LT inventory upside, ENAV incl. 2P reserves + Unrisked LT inventory upside
Source: Auctus Advisors, Company Disclosures                                                                                   **Futures strip as of 11-Sep-20
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Low cost. Low risk. Focusing on executing a clear strategy 
 
Roots in Egypt and assembled through M&A 
 
Before 2015, Sea Dragon Energy was a dormant TSX listed E&P company solely focused 
on Egypt. Under a new leadership with Mark Reid initially as CFO and then CEO, the firm 
went through a series of merger, acquisition and corporate activities that transformed its 
asset base and its corporate and shareholder structure to become what SDX Energy is 
today. 
 

- The 2015 merger with Madison Petrogas led to the creation of SDX Energy, 
boosting the company’s presence in Egypt. SDX joined AIM shortly after. 
 

- SDX then made the game changing acquisition of Circle Oil’s Moroccan and 
Egyptian assets from Circle Oil’s creditors in early 2017,  with US$40 mm of new 
equity raised. Waha Capital built a ~19.5% position in the company, becoming one 
of its largest shareholders, intending to support SDX’s growth in the region. Waha 
Capital is a large Middle Eastern fund based and listed in Abu Dhabi.  

 
- The discovery of South Disouq in Egypt changed further the company, delivering 

>50 mmcf/d additional gross production in 1H20..  Overall, SDX produced ~7 
mboe/d net production in 1H20 and held ~12 mmboe 2P reserves. 
 

Key features setting the company apart 
 
SDX benefits from a unique DNA that positions the company very well to take advantage 
of the current distressed status of the oil industry: 
 

- The company’s assets are short cycle, very low cost and conventional onshore 
which allows their development to be funded from the company’s balance sheet. 
Because SDX operates its key assets, it controls the pace at which capex is 
deployed. 
 

- Most of the company’s production consists of gas sold at fixed prices not 
correlated to oil prices. This makes the business very resilient within the current 
environment of low oil prices. 
 

- SDX has two strong supportive shareholders with deep pockets: Ingalls and 
Snyder out of NYC and Waha Capital from Abu Dhabi that could cornerstone any 
future transaction requiring additional equity. Waha Capital is committed to 
supporting SDX and its CEO is on the board of SDX. With its extensive connections 
in the MENA region, Waha Capital’s presence also provides an added boost to the 
profile of SDX.  
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SDX’s assets consist of the following: 
 

- 55% WI in the South Disouq licence onshore Egypt with ~110 bcf (gross) discovered 
across three discoveries and ~53 mmcf/d gross production in 1H20. The recent 24 
bcf Sobhi discovery (drilled at 100% SDX working interest) extends the production 
plateau to 2023. Importantly, the discovery also derisks four prospects with an 
aggregate of 73 bcf gross prospective resources, each with a CoS of 40-50%. Three 
of these prospects are located on existing or future development leases. SDX is 
already in the process of seeking an extension to the concession to drill the fourth 
prospect. Production plateau can be extended by ~18 months with each new 20 
bcf discovery. In total there are four plays that have been proven on the licence 
with overall gross prospective resources of 96 bcf. This is just the start as SDX is in 
the process of generating new prospects, using re-interpreted 3D seismic and 
historic well results, and the overall prospective resources on the licence are 
expected to increase materially imminently.  
 

- 75% WI in five contiguous licences in the Gharb basin onshore Morocco with 
~6 mmcf/d gross production and WI 2P reserves of ~6 bcf over multiple very 
shallow small accumulations. While the Egyptian assets benefit from larger 
volumes, the Moroccan resources are very profitable with gas realisations of 
US$10-11/mcf and very low (25%) government take. The demand for gas has been 
negatively impacted by COVID-19 as some industrial customers had to reduce 
their activities, resulting in production being temporarily constrained. Recent 
drilling has derisked prospects with ~20 bcf associated with small gas 
accumulations close to the producing area with individual CoS of 55%-80%. These 
can be tied to existing infrastructure to meet demand as it grows. The bigger prize 
is the Lalla Mimouna Nord licence where recent drilling at the LMS-2 well has 
identified larger gas accumulations with a total of ~20 bcf WI prospective 
resources in the area that could allow SDX to consider gas markets outside the 
range of its existing infrastructure. The well will be tested in 2H20 once COVID-19 
restrictions are lifted. 

 
- 50% WI in the West Gharib concession and 12.75% WI in the South Ramadan 

licence. Both assets are in Egypt and produce crude oil. (The company recently 
sold a non-core working interest in the North West Gemsa concession). 
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Figure 2. SDX asset locations  
 

 
 

Source: Company  
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Figure 3. SDX’s licences, reserves and resources 
 

 
 
Figure 4. SDX Production Profile (boe/d) 
 

 
Source: Auctus 

 
 
  

Country Licences WI Expiry Date Commitments 
WI Area     

(km2)
WI 2P 

mmboe
WI 2C 

mmboe

WI 
Prospective 
Resources 

mmoe

South Disouq Development* 2039 Met - In the process of including Sobhi area 8 4 9

South Disouq Exploration 2020
Ongoing discussions to retain some areas and 
relinquish some othersEgypt 

onshore Block H West Gharib 50%/19% 2030 None 11 2 2Egypt 
offshore South Ramadan 13% 2043 None 3 - -Morocco 
onshore Sebou Onshore - Ksiri Central** 75% 2023 None 5.4 1 2

Morocco 
onshore

Sebou Onshore - Gaddari 
South** 75% 2020 None

1.4

Morocco 
onshore

Sebou Onshore - Sidi Al Harati 
Southwest 75% 2023 None

0.6

Morocco 
onshore

Sebou Central - Sidi Al Harati 
West 75% 2024 None

0.2

Morocco 
onshore

Sebou Central - Oulad N'Zala 
Central 75% 2025 None

0.4
Morocco 
onshore Sebou Central Exploration 75% 2025 Met 158
Morocco 
onshore Lalla Mimouna Nord 75% 2020 Met 771 5
Onshpre 
Morocco Gharb Centre 75% 2025 Met 1,008

Onshpre 
Morocco Moulay Bouchta West 75% 2027

Initial period expiring 2022, 100 sqkm 3D seismic, 1 
well, and 2D seismic reprocessing remaining

344

Morocco 
onshore Lalla Mimouna Sud 75% 2027

Initial period expiring 2021, 1 well commitment 
remaining

630

Total 11 5 16
 * Assume 55% WI at Sobhi (that we have classified as 2C) and for Prospective resources
 ** Sebou onshore licences will now be covered by the new Sebou Central licences
Source: Company

Egypt 
onshore 
Nile Delta

55%/100% 455
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Egypt: Making gas work 
 
South Disouq: from discovery to production in less than three years 
 
SDX holds 55% WI in the South Disouq licence that it operates. Private company IPR holds 
the remaining 45%. The block is located in the Nile delta region, 150 km north of Cairo. 
 
The first discovery was made in 2017 in the shallow Abu Madi sands. Two further 
discoveries were made in the overlaying Kafr El Sheikh sands the following year. In a short 
space of ~30 months, the discoveries with ~90 bcf of 2P reserves were developed with 
four wells, a central processing facility and a pipeline. Each well cost only US$3.5 mm to 
drill and complete. Gross production at South Disouq was ~53 mmcf/d in 1H20. Residual 
gross capex is about US$7 mm with two wells to be tied in. 
 
Figure 5. South Disouq location 
 

  
Source: Company 
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A discovery transforming the licence’s outlook 
 
In early 2020 SDX discovered 24 bcf recoverable resources at Sobhi (SDX WI: 100%) in the 
Basal Kafr El Sheikh. The volumes encountered were larger than anticipated. The 
production from this discovery will allow plateau production at South Disouq to be 
extended to mid-2023. Sobhi also derisks four other low-risk Basal Kafr El Sheikh 
prospects with aggregate prospective resources of 73 bcf (gross) with individual chances 
of success increased to 40-50%. Two of these prospects (Shikabala and Shikabala North) 
are expected to be captured in the area associated with the Sobhi development (FDP 
already submitted to the authorities) while a third (Warda) is part of the existing 
development area. 
 
This is just a start. The company is chasing four plays on the licence. All have been proven, 
either with existing discoveries on the South Disouq licence (Shallow Kafr El Sheikh, Basal 
Kafr El Sheikh and Abu Madi) or on an adjacent licence (Buried Hill proven on a licence 
10 km away). With 470 km2 of 3D seismic, SDX is in the process of generating many new 
prospects. We anticipate the prospective resources to materially increase in the coming 
weeks as the results of the G&G work becomes available. A Buried Hill prospect (El Deeb) 
has already been mapped with 23 bcf recoverable resources (gross). Discussions with the 
government are ongoing to extend the exploration concession period for prospective 
areas to allow time for further operations. 
 
Figure 6. South Disouq prospects and play types 
 

 
Source: Company 
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Figure 7. South Disouq discoveries and mapped prospects 
 

  
 
The economics of exploring 
 
South Disouq gas is sold to the Eqyptian state company, EGAS, at fixed prices of 
US$2.85/mcf. While these realizations are low and the government take in Egypt high, we 
find that with low opex and very low development capex combined with high chance of 
success, exploration drilling is very accretive. 
 
An exploration well costs US$3.5 mm to drill and complete. Assuming a typical 20 bcf 
accumulation and 50% chance of success, this implies exploration costs of only 
US$0.35/mcf (2 wells to make a 20 bcf discovery). 
 
The prospects are located in close proximity to the existing processing facility, resulting 
in low additional cost to develop the reserves (US$3.5 mm or US$0.18/mcf). Overall SDX 
estimates net cashflow after capex of US$1.0/mcf. We estimate the NPV15 of a 20 bcf 
discovery at US$0.6/mcf, implying that an exploration dollar unlocks ~US$1.70 of value. 
 
We estimate that each 20 bcf discovery extends the plateau production of 50 mmcf/d at 
South Disouq by about 18 months. 

Dicovery/prospect 
name

Play
Gross 

recoverable 
volume (bcf)

Prospect or 
discovery

Chance of success

SD-1X (South Disouq) Abu Madi Discovery 100%

SD-3X

Abu Madi and 
shallow Kafr-El 
Sheikh Discovery 100%

SD-4X Abu Madi Discovery 100%

Ibn-Yunus-1X
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh Discovery 100%

Sobhi (SD-12X)
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh 24 Discovery 100%

Shikabala
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh 22 Prospect 40%

Shikabala North
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh 12 Prospect 40%

Warda
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh 14 Prospect 50%

Mohsen
Basal Kafr-El 
Sheikh 25 Prospect 51%

El Deeb Buried Hill 23 Prospect 29%
Total 
Source: Company

89
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Figure 8. South Disouq development area 
 

 
Source: Company 

 
Figure 9. The economics of exploration drilling for a 20 bcf prospect 
 

 
Source: Company 
 
 

US$mm US$/mcf
Exploration well cost 3.5 0.18
Cost to make a discovery (50% CoS) (1) 7.0 0.35
Additional development cost 3.5 0.18
Free Cash Flow (undiscounted) 20.0 1.00
NPV15 of a discovery (2) 12.0 0.60
Value unlocked by each exploration dollar (3)=(2)/(1) 1.71
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Oil production at non operated assets 
 
SDX holds a 50% WI interest in the West Gharib concession with 2.2 mbbl WI 2P 
reserves and 2.3 mmbbl 2C contingent resources. However, the company only recovers 
~19% of the field revenue. The field is producing 3.4 mbbl/d (gross). From 1Q21, 8-10 
wells will be drilled on the field to increase production to 4 mbbl/d to produce the 
contingent resources. 
 
The South Ramadan field (SDX WI: 12.75%), offshore Gulf of Suez produced ~250 bbl/d 
in 1H20 (WI: ~30 bbl/d). 
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Morocco: Growing reserves to capture new high value markets  
 
SDX has a 75% operated working interest in the Gharb basin onshore Morocco, which 
includes the Sebou Central, Gharb Occidental, Lalla Mimouna Nord, Moulay Bouchta 
Ouest, and Lalla Mimouna Sud exploration permits, plus a number of exploitation 
concessions in Sebou with ~10 wells in production. The Moroccan national oil company, 
ONHYM, holds 25% WI in the group of licences. 
 
In 1H20, WI production from the Sebou permit was ~700 boe/d (4.2 mmcf/d) with 
1 mmboe (6 bcf) WI 2P reserves. 
 
SDX sells its production directly to 8 industrial customers. SDX also owns a 75% interest 
in the Kenitra industrial zone pipeline and local gas distribution network, an 8” 55km 
pipeline that has a capacity of 20 mmcf/d. Demand for gas has been reduced due to 
COVID related government restrictions impacting some (three out of eight) customers. 
 
While production is currently small, it is very profitable given very high gas prices of 
US$10-11/mcf and very low opex of <U$0.9/mcf and a 10 year tax holiday. This results in 
cashflow >US$9/mcf. 
 
The gas is found in multiple small accumulations (typically <0.5 bcf per accumulation) at 
shallow depth (<1,500 m) resulting in very low drilling costs (dry hole cost of <US$2.0 mm). 
A typical accumulation can be developed with a single well. SDX has a good grasp of the 
geology and geological chance of success is very high (often up to 80%). 31 wells have 
been drilled to date, resulting in 25 discoveries. 
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Figure 10. Morocco assets location 
 

 
Source: Company 
 
The keys to unlocking growth 
 
While production in Morocco is very profitable and there is extra capacity in the existing 
export pipeline, it has proven historically difficult to grow sales in a material way. This has 
been due to a combination of factors.  
 

- The growth in demand from the Kenitra industrial zone (where the existing 
pipeline transports the produced gas to) has been slower than anticipated.  
 

- Lack of visibility on the Kenitra demand meant that until very recently SDX has not 
focused on exploration, which in turn prevented SDX from chasing larger contracts 
that require proven volumes of gas to be larger than SDX currently has. 
 

- To justify building new infrastructure to reach new markets, additional volumes 
of gas would need to be discovered. Because the individual accumulations are 
very small, this requires important upfront exploration capex. 

  
SDX’s drilling successes in 2020 in two areas could break that paradigm.  
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- The OYF-2 and BMK-1 wells, respectively part of the Oulad Youssef and the Beni 
Malek clusters, have not only encountered 2.5 bcf gross recoverable resources (in 
aggregate) but also demonstrated that the core producing area extended to the 
north. In total, and with the insight given by 3D seismic in the area, ~20 bcf gross 
resources across multiple accumulations and multiple clusters have been 
derisked with individual CoS of 50-80%. The volumes are large enough to justify 
the extension of SDX existing infrastructure to this area. The wells will be drilled 
according to the evolution of demand. 

 
Figure 11. Prospects derisked by OYF-2 and BMK-1 successes 
 

 
Source: Company 

 
- The LMS-2 well in the Lala Mimouna Nord licence area further north encountered 

10.6 m of net pay with very good reservoir properties (>30% porosity). This is a 
different play than that of the current producing areas. LMS-2 could not be 
properly tested given restrictions associated with COVID-19. The company plans 
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to return to the well as soon as these restrictions are lifted. A successful well test 
could have multiple positive implications: 

 
o SDX estimates a successful well test could de-risk 7.5 bcf recoverable 

resources in the structure where LMS-2 has been drilled.  
 

o There are two similar follow-on prospects with a total of 3.4 bf gross 
resources.  

 
o This would also increase SDX’s confidence in this area, with multiple 

additional prospects holding a total of >25 bcf gross recoverable resources.  
 

o The individual gas accumulations in the LMS-2 area are much larger (a few 
bcf each), resulting in lower future exploration and development costs. This 
could also give the company enough volumes to start considering CNG or 
mini LNG operations and target new gas markets. 

 
About licensing 
 
The “Sebou onshore” licences are now becoming part of a new “Sebou Central” Petroleum 
Agreement with expiry dates of 2024-2025. 
 
The Lalla Mimounia Nord permit technically expired in July 2020. However, SDX has been 
unable to complete work on the permit since the ongoing state of emergency was 
declared in Morocco in March due to COVID-19. Subsequently, SDX agreed with the 
National Oil Company, ONHYM, an extension to the permit equivalent to the duration of 
the state of emergency, which will allow the company to complete testing of LMS-2.  
 
Valuation and financials   
 
Valuation  
 
Our Core NAV for SDX stands at £0.27 per share. This is based on the company’s financials 
and the NPV (15% for Egypt and 12.5% for Morocco) of the company’s 2P reserves. We 
note that while the resources in Morocco are much smaller than in Egypt, the value of 
Morocco is about the same as Egypt. This reflects the higher profitability of Morocco 
production. We then deduct G&A (US$4 mm) as a perpetuity and add financial items.  
 
Our ReNAV only adds (1) the discovered volumes at OYF and BMK, (2) the risked upside 
associated with the LMS-2 well with upcoming well testing and (3) the drilling of two 
prospects at South Disouq as we believe that exploration drilling could restart earlier than 
expected. Our near-term risked upside is £0.10 per share with LMS-2 being the largest 
contributor. 
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We assume that SDX has only 55% WI in all exploration prospects at South Disouq. 
However IPR has elected not to participate in Sobhi where SDX holds 100% WI.  
 
The shares trade at EV/DACF multiples of ~1.3x for 2020 and 0.5x in 2021.  
 
Figure 12. NAV Table (as of 01/01/2021) 
 

 
 
Value build-up 
 
SDX shares currently trade at a ~45% discount to the value of SDX based on its 2P 
reserves. The most important event during the remainder of 2020 will be the LMS-2 well 
test in Morocco.  
 
2021 will be a very exciting year for SDX with multiple follow-up exploration wells in 
Morocco. In addition, the company is starting to consider bringing forward the 
exploration drilling programme in Egypt from 2022 to 2021. So far SDX plans to drill 4 
wells in Morocco in 2021 (US$2.25 mm gross per well on a drill and complete basis) and 
2-3 wells in South Disouq commencing 1Q22 (US$4 mm per well gross on a drill and 
complete basis). 
 
Three successes in Morocco and one in Egypt would take our Core NAV to £0.60 per share. 

Asset Valuation
2P/2C/P50 
(mmboe) CoS (%)

Unrisked 
(US$ mm)

EMV 
(US$ mm)

Risked 
£/Share

Unrisked
£/Share % Total

Net Cash (YE20) 9 9 0.03 0.03 9%
G&A -26 -26 -0.10 -0.10 -27%
Egypt: West Gharib 2P + 2C 1.73 100% 5 5 0.02 0.02 5%
Egypt: South Disouq 2P + Sobhi 12.0 100% 43 43 0.16 0.16 44%
Morrocco 2P + volumes discovered in 2020 1.00 100% 40 40 0.15 0.15 40%
Total Core NAV 71 71 0.27 0.27 72%
Morocco core area Northern extension: 2C OYF-2 & BMK-1 
discovered resources 0.31 50% 12 2 0.01 0.05 2%
Morocco core area Northern extension: OYF cluster 
additional prospects (2) 0.14 80% 5 0 0.00 0.02 0%
Morocco core area Northern extension: OLM cluster 
additional prospects (4) 0.48 60% 19 0 0.00 0.07 0%
Morocco core area Northern extension: BMK cluster 
additional prospects (10) 1.25 60% 49 0 0.00 0.18 0%
Morocco core area Northern extension: RML cluster 
additional prospects (3) 0.18 60% 7 0 0.00 0.03 0%
Morocco core area Northern extension: SSF cluster 
additional prospects (3) 0.24 60% 9 0 0.00 0.03 0%
Lala Mimouna LMS-2 0.94 20% 37 22 0.08 0.14 22%

Lala Mimouna LMS-2 follow prospects (2x) 0.44 20% 17 0 0.00 0.06 0%
Morocco: Exp additional P50 Lala Mimouna North 3.19 20% 125 0 0.00 0.47 0%
Egypt - Warda prospect 1.28 50% 4 0 0.00 0.02 0%
Egypt - Mohsen prospect 2.29 51% 8 0 0.00 0.03 0%
Egypt - El Deep prospect 2.11 29% 7 0 0.00 0.03 0%
Egypt - Shikabala prospect 2.02 40% 7 2 0.01 0.03 2%
Egypt - Shikabala North prospect 1.10 40% 4 2 0.01 0.01 2%
Total Risked Exploration 310 28 0.10 1.16 28%

Total NAV 381 99 0.37 1.43 100%

P/Core NAV 60%
P/NAV 43%
P/Unrisked NAV 11%
Source: Auctus Advisors, Company Disclosures   
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Figure 13. Drilling programme 

  
Source: Auctus  
 
Figure 14: Value build-up 
 

Source: Auctus 
 
We also consider the build-up in value of SDX under a minimum capex scenario, where 
the company only deploys capex to develop its 2P reserves and maintains production and 
cashflow. Under that scenario, we look to value the company on cashflow multiples.  
 
At YE19, SDX shares were trading at ~2.0x EV/DACF for 2019. We forecast cash flow in 
2020 at a level similar to 2019 and, given the fixed nature of realizations for most of SDX’s 
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production, this level of cashflow is representative of the future assuming similar levels 
of production. Maintaining EV/DACF multiples of 2.0x implies a value of £0.23 per share 
at YE20, £0.32 per share at YE21 and £0.43 per share at YE22. 
 
Figure 15: Value build-up: Core NAV vs value implied by EV/DACF of 2x  
 

 
Source: Auctus 

 
Forecasts and assumptions 
 
We forecast net production of 6.3 mboe/d in 2020 increasing to 6.6 mboe/d in 2021 as 
there will be no contribution from the NW Gemsa field (sold in 2020) to 2021 production. 
This is offset by a return to normal production levels in Morocco as gas demand recovers 
following the lifting of COVID-19 related restrictions (net production of 5.3 mmcf/d in 2021 
versus 4.3 mmcf/d in 2020) and increased net production at South Disouq as Sobhi (100% 
WI) is tied in to South Disouq during 1Q21.  
 
Forecast opex in Morocco and at South Disouq are respectively US$0.9/mcf and 
US$0.3/mcf. Residual gross capex from 2021 to develop both South Disouq 2P reserves 
and Sobhi resources is about US$7 mm (~US$5 mm net to SDX) with two wells to be tied 
in.  
 
Government take in Morocco consists of corporate tax. However, there is a 10 year tax 
holiday for each discovery. Gas is sold in Morocco at US$10-11/mcf. ONHYM, Morocco’s 
national company, has a 25% carried interest during the exploration phase.  
 
The Egyptian assets are governed by production sharing contracts. At South Disouq cost 
recovery is limited to 25% of revenue and the contractor profit share is 32.5% of 75%. 
SDX’s share of Egyptian corporation tax is paid on its behalf from the government’s share 
of the asset’s production.. 
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Financials 
 
At the end of June 2020, SDX had over US$9 mm in cash. We forecast operating cashflow 
of US$26 mm over 2020. Overall FY20 capex programme is US$26 mm including US$14 
mm in Morocco and ~US$11 mm at South Disouq. The company will also pay an 
additional US$4 mm associated with 2019 capex in Morocco for a total capex cash outflow 
of US$30 mm in 2020.. SDX has also sold its interests in NW Gemsa for US$1.6 mm. We 
forecast SDX to hold ~US$9 mm in cash by YE20. The company has no debt. 
 
Capital structure  
 
At YE19, there were 204.7 mm common shares in issue and 4.2 mm options (including 
LTIP) outstanding.   
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Risk analysis  
 
In our view, there are three specific areas of risks to the story:  
 

1. Counterparty risk. Oil and gas industry players have historically faced challenges 
collecting invoices from government entities in Egypt. While this is now resolved, 
these difficulties could return. The strong balance sheet of SDX however means 
that the company could manage for some time if such receivables issues were to 
arise. In addition, SDX benefits from cash flow in Morocco where collection has 
not been an issue.  

2. Slower than expected gas demand growth in Morocco. 
3. Geological risks in Morocco and Egypt given that growth relies on making further 

discoveries. We however note that the chances of success associated with both 
the South Disouq and the Gharb basin prospects are very high.   
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Appendix 1: Board of Directors   
 
Mark Reid: Chief Executive Officer  
Mr Reid has over 20 years’ experience in numerous sectors including the Financial 
Services, Investment Banking and Oil and Gas industries. Most recently, between 2009 
and 2015 he was Finance Director at AIM listed Aurelian Oil and Gas PLC and Chariot Oil 
and Gas Limited. Prior to this, he spent 7 years as an Emerging Markets E&P banker and 
was Head of Oil and Gas in the London office of BNP Paribas Fortis. He has also spent 7 
years with Ernst & Young Corporate Finance advising on M&A, IPO and other 
fundraising transactions. 
 
Michael Doyle: Non-Executive Chairman  
Mr Doyle is a Professional Geophysicist and a Certified Corporate Director with more than 
35 years industry experience. Mr Doyle is a principal of privately held CanPetro 
International Ltd and its affiliates. He has been a director of Equal Energy Ltd since 1997. 
Mr Doyle was previously a principal and Chief Executive Officer of Petrel Robertson Ltd. 
Prior to that, he held a variety of exploration positions at Dome Petroleum and Amoco 
Canada. Mr Doyle holds a Bachelor of Science (Maths and Physics) from University of 
Victoria. Mr Doyle was a founding director and Chairman of Madison PetroGas from its 
inception in 2003. 
 
Nicholas Box: Chief Financial Officer   
Mr Box is a qualified Chartered Accountant as a member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales. Prior to joining SDX Energy Plc as Group Financial 
Controller in 2016, he worked for PwC in the UK, Australia and Mongolia, primarily in the 
natural resources sector, and has over 13 years’ professional experience in accounting, 
capital markets transactions, post-merger integrations and internal controls. 
 
David Mitchell: Non-Executive Director    
Mr Mitchell has more than 35 years proven track record in the international arena, 
including with BP and Nexen. During this time, Mr Mitchell discovered and built projects 
with his teams in the Middle East, West Africa, Latin America and the North Sea. He has 
lived and worked in a number of countries including a year with BP Egypt. Mr Mitchell 
was appointed CEO of Madison PetroGas on joining in 2008, building the company prior 
to the merger with Sea Dragon Energy. 
 
Timothy Linacre: Non-Executive Director   
Mr Linacre is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and 
an experienced City practitioner. After qualifying with Deloitte Haskins and Sells he spent 
5 years with Hoare Govett before moving to Panmure Gordon in 1992, working at that 
firm for 20 years including 8 years as CEO. Tim is currently Senior Managing Partner at 
Instinctif Partners, a leading Business Communications firm. During his career in the City 
Tim has advised a range of businesses in a variety of sectors, including oil and gas, from 
FTSE 100 companies to fast growing listed and private companies.   
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Amr Al Menhali: Non-Executive Director   
Amr Al Menhali joined Waha Capital as Chief Executive Officer in September 2019. Mr Al 
Menhali has a track record of over 20 years in the financial services industry in a variety 
of leadership positions, including his prior role as the CEO of one of the leading banks in 
the UAE. Mr Al Menhali currently sits on the boards of several local and international 
companies in diverse sectors.  
 
Catherine Stalker: Non-Executive Director   
Ms. Stalker is an experienced non-executive director and consultant to the boards of FTSE 
companies, public sector bodies, regulators, pension funds and not-for-profits. She 
started her career at the Bank of England in 1991. From 1995-2007, she worked at PwC 
in Moscow and Berlin, heading the HR consulting practice. She is currently a partner at 
Independent Audit Limited, a leading board evaluation firm with offices in London, 
Brussels and Dublin. She sits on the boards of two subsidiaries of DTEK, a Dutch energy 
company with vertically integrated assets in Ukraine. She is also a non-executive director 
on the Board of the Ukrainian retail bank, PUMB. 
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Appendix 2: Historical recent equity issues  
 
Figure 16. Historical equity issues  
 

 
   
  

Details Date
Shares Offered 
(mm)

Gross Proceeds 
(US$mm) Share Price

New Equity issue September 2017 17.60 $10.0 £0.44
New Equity issue January 2017 107.07 $40.0 £0.30
New Equity issue July 2016 79.84 $11.0 £0.18
Source: Company
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Appendix 3: Main shareholders  
 
Figure 17. Top shareholders  
 

 
   
Ingalls & Snyder from NYC holds 18.91%. However Nikolaos Monoyios, a Porfolio 
Manager at Ingalls and Snyder also holds 4.36% leading to a combined position 
associated with Ingalls & Snyder of over 23%. 
  
  

Shareholders %
Waha Capital 19.48%
Ingalls & Snyder 18.91%
River & Mercantile 9.82%
Hargreaves Landsdowne 6.90%
Highclere Investors 5.02%
Mr Nikolaos D Monoyios (PM @ Ingalls & Snyder) 4.36%
Dr Valerie A Brackett 4.33%
Interactive Investor 3.99%
AXA Investment Managers SA 3.78%
Source: Company
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Copyright and Risk Warnings 
SDX Energy plc (“SDX” or the “Company”) is a corporate client of Auctus Advisors LLP (“Auctus”). 
Auctus receives, and has received in the past 12 months, compensation for providing corporate broking and/or investment 
banking services to the Company, including the publication and dissemination of marketing material from time to time.  
MiFID II Disclosures 
This document, being paid for by a corporate issuer, is believed by Auctus to be an ‘acceptable minor non-monetary benefit’ 
as set out in Article 12 (3) of the Commission Delegated Act C(2016) 2031. It is produced solely in support of our corporate 
broking and corporate finance business. Auctus does not offer a secondary execution service in the UK. 
This note is a marketing communication and NOT independent research. As such, it has not been prepared in accordance 
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and this note is NOT subject to 
the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 
Author 
The research analyst who prepared this research report was Stephane Foucaud, a partner of Auctus. 
Not an offer to buy or sell 
Under no circumstances is this note to be construed to be an offer to buy or sell or deal in any security and/or derivative 
instruments. It is not an initiation or an inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000. 
Note prepared in good faith and in reliance on publicly available information 
Comments made in this note have been arrived at in good faith and are based, at least in part, on current public information 
that Auctus considers reliable, but which it does not represent to be accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as 
such. The information, opinions, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are current as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change without prior notification. No representation or warranty either actual or implied is made 
as to the accuracy, precision, completeness or correctness of the statements, opinions and judgements contained in this 
document. 
Auctus’ and related interests 
The persons who produced this note may be partners, employees and/or associates of Auctus. Auctus and/or its employees 
and/or partners and associates may or may not hold shares, warrants, options, other derivative instruments or other financial 
interests in the Company and reserve the right to acquire, hold or dispose of such positions in the future and without prior 
notification to the Company or any other person. 
Information purposes only 
This document is intended to be for background information purposes only and should be treated as such. This note is furnished 
on the basis and understanding that Auctus is under no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect thereof, whether to 
the Company or any other person. 
Investment Risk Warning 
The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or fall and sums 
realised may be less than those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not be construed as being a 
guide to future performance.  Investment in small companies, and especially upstream oil & gas companies, carries a high 
degree of risk and investment in the companies or commodities mentioned in this document may be affected by related 
currency variations. Changes in the pricing of related currencies and or commodities mentioned in this document may have 
an adverse effect on the value, price or income of the investment. 
Distribution 
This document is directed at persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments to whom Article 19 of 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 ("FPO") applies, or high net worth organisations 
to whom Article 49 of the FPO applies. The investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is available 
only to such persons and other persons to whom this communication may lawfully be made (“relevant persons”) and will be 
engaged in only with such persons. This Document must not be acted upon or relied upon by persons who are not relevant 
persons.  Without limiting the foregoing, this note may not be distributed to any persons (or groups of persons), to whom such 
distribution would contravene the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or would constitute a contravention of the 
corresponding statute or statutory instrument in any other jurisdiction. 
Disclaimer 
This note has been forwarded to you solely for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation 
of an offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto 
(“financial instruments”). This note is intended for use by professional and business investors only. This note may not be 
reproduced without the prior written consent of Auctus. 
The information and opinions expressed in this note have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but, neither 
Auctus, nor any of its partners, officers, or employees accept liability from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any 
representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at 
the date of this note. There can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, 
forecasts or estimates. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no 
representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance. This information is subject to change 
without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material 
information concerning the company and its subsidiaries. Auctus is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, 
forecasts or estimates contained herein. 
The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this note can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency 
denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or 
adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, including those 
involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 
investors. This note does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of 
any specific person who may receive this note. 
Auctus (or its partners, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, own or have a position in the securities 
or financial instruments (including derivative instruments or any other rights pertaining thereto) of the Company or any related 
or other company referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any such position or may make a market or act as principle 
in any transaction in such securities or financial instruments. Partners of Auctus may also be directors of the Company or any 
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other of the companies mentioned in this note. Auctus may, from time to time, provide or solicit investment banking or other 
financial services to, for or from the Company or any other company referred to herein. Auctus (or its partners, officers or 
employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, act upon or use the information or opinions presented herein, or research 
or analysis on which they are based prior to the material being published. 
Further Disclosures for the United Kingdom 
This note has been issued by Auctus Advisors LLP, which is an appointed representative of Tamesis Partners LLP. Tamesis 
Partners LLP (firm reference number 777112) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This note is not 
intended for use by, or distribution to, US corporations that do not meet the definition of a major US institutional investor in 
the United States or for use by any citizen or resident of the United States. 
This publication is confidential and may not be reproduced in whole or in part or disclosed to another party, without the prior 
written consent of Auctus. Securities referred to in this note may not be eligible for sale in those jurisdictions where Auctus 
is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, Auctus does not permit the distribution or redistribution of 
this note to non-professional investors or other persons to whom disclosure would contravene local securities laws. Auctus 
expressly disclaims and will not be held responsible in any way, for third parties who affect such redistribution.  
© Auctus Advisors LLP All rights reserved 2020 
 


